The Cavaglia Glacier Garden
Complete documentation of the website: www.ghiacciai.info

Nature trails
Footpaths and itineraries to and from Cavaglia
The sunny Poschiavo valley is located
south of the Graubünden Alps. From the
glaciers of the Bernina area, crossing a
very varied vegetation, after only 25 km
it reaches the Valtellina vineyards.
The Valposchiavo valley is an unique excursion area, thanks to its varied topography and a network of well marked footpaths. The waters of its streams are clear
and the air is pure. Nature is still uncontaminated and there are many woods and
lakes. The climate is mild from May to October. A trip on the Bernina Express (the
Little Red Train), with views on Piz Bernina
and Piz Palü, is a unique experience.
Furthermore, the Poschiavo valley offers
many culinary, cultural and architectural
attractions.

By not picking flowers and plants found
along your path and not leaving garbage
around, you will contribute to protect nature and preserve it for those who will
come after you.
Farmers will be grateful if you will avoid
treading on fields and meadows, re-close
fences and not disturb grazing animals.
Friends of wild fauna will be happy if you
limit yourselves to observe it with care
and keep your dogs on a leash or under
close control.
Foresters would like you to take care of
the woods, avoid dropping matches or
cigarette butts, carefully extinguish your
picnic fire and not to light any fire at all
during the dry season.
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Respect nature

The spectacular evening colours of the Sassalbo
seen from the Garden’s panoramic viewpoint
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Excursions
The visit to the Cavaglia Glacier Garden
can be combined with several other excursions.
Detailed descriptions of these excursions
can be seen and downloaded in PDF format by clicking on the items listed below:

The Palü glacier and lake

1. Sfazù-Asciali da Prairol-Puntalta-Cavaglia
2. Ospizio Bernina-Sassal Mason-Alp Grüm-Cavaglia
3. Ospizio Bernina-Alp Grüm-Cavaglia-Poschiavo
4. Ospizio Bernina-Piz Campasc-Prairol-Cavaglia
5. Alp Grüm-Cavaglia-Selva-Poschiavo
6. Cavaglia-Val da Pila-Cavaglia
7. Cavaglia-Prairol-Cavaglia
8. Cavaglia-Somdoss-Pass da Canfinal
9. Alp Grüm-Ghiacciaio Palü-Lago Palü-Cavaglia
10. Alp Grüm-Stablini-La Dotta-Cavaglia
11. Alp Grüm-Palü-Cavaglia
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Food and accomodation:
•

Büffet of the Ospizio Bernina station
0041 81 844 03 07

•

Belvedere Alp Grüm
Hotel, restaurant and hostel
0041 81 844 03 14
info@belvedere-engadin.ch

•

Stazione Alp Grüm
Hotel, restaurant and hostel
0041 81 844 03 18
alpgruem@daprimo.ch

•

Agriturismo Alpe Palü (al lago)
Food and accomodation
0041 81 14 06 - 079 414 41 14

•

Sassal Masone
Food and accomodation
0041 81 844 03 23
info@sassalmasone.ch
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Agriturismo Alpe Palü and the Palü lake
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